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INTRODUCTION

On-line equity brokerage is a new industry - in 1995 there were no on-line brokers,
by the end of 1998 there were approximately 100. Between January 1997 and
December 1998, two of these on-line brokerages - Ameritrade and E*Trade - spent
over $190M on marketing their services. In terms of new customers, this amounts to
about $300 per account. But how efficiently was that marketing money spent in the
brave new world of on-line services?
This paper will examine the different marketing strategies taken by Ameritrade and
E*Trade, between September 1996 and December 1998. These companies have been
chosen because they are both public and their primary business is on-line brokerage.
This allows the author to make direct comparisons and draw conclusions regarding
the marketing of on-line businesses. The paper will examine how much money was
spent, how it was spent, who it was targeted at and analyze the effectiveness of the
marketing spending. It will specifically attempt to determine, by comparing the client
acquisition costs of the two companies, the efficacy of on-line marketing programs.
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ON-LINE BROKERAGES

The on-line equity trading industry is experiencing incredible growth, and its
constituents are different from other hot web companies in that some companies are
actually profitable!
These on-line brokerages have one of two heritages. One is the extension of an
existing brokerage business that treats the Internet as just another channel. The
second is those firms whose business model has either evolved into, or were explicitly
designed as, a purely web brokerage.

Mainspring, S 998

Fig 1: Perceptual Map of Selected Brokerages1
The two brokerages selected for this study, Ameritrade and E*Trade are both of the
latter type, and both are publicly held. Being pure Internet brokerages allows for
direct comparison.

1

Mainspring; Online Brokerage Business Model Dictates Metrics Employed; November 1998;
http://www.mainspring.eom/FreeAll/SearchFrameset/l, 1281,0,00.htmi
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minimizes risk and ensures some income by licensing rather than competing directly
in foreign countries.
With the rise in Internet brokerages, fees have come under severe pressure. Both
brokers have experienced consistently falling average per-trade fees, and neither
expects this decline to reverse. There are indications, however, that fees are currently
stable. This reduction in fees is however more than offset by increased customer
numbers. The reduced fees have had a similarly adverse effect on the fees for order
flow, with market makers lowering fees as their commission structure has been
eroded. Additionally the SEC has changed the rules of the games limiting the amount
that can be paid in commissions for order flow. With increased customer bases,
interest income is expected to rise.

Fig 2: Industry Growth in Daily Trading Volumes
As on-line trading has taken off so has the number of on-line brokerages. In 1990
there were none. By February 1999 Gomez Advisors reported that there were 100
brokerages. It is the consensus opinion that the market cannot sustain this number the only uncertainty is who will survive.

eMarketer; Monday, March 29, 1999; http://www.emarketer.com/enews/031599_barrons.html
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AMERITRADE

Ameritrade's transition to the Internet can be traced back to 1988, when automated
trading via touch-tone telephone was introduced. Ameritrade first offered on-line
trading in 1995. In the just over three years since then, they have become a fullfledged on-line brokerage. The Ameritrade brand was born in March 1997 when it
executed an IPO and in September 1997 merged four distinct brands (Ameritrade,
Ceres, Aufhauser, and e-Broker) into the Ameritrade brand. Ameritrade Inc still
maintains the smaller Accutrade brand, a fuller service brokerage at a higher price
point. Accutrade remains small and does not materially distort the Ameritrade Inc
quarterly reports and is thus ignored for the purposes of this report. Prior to
September 1997 the four Ameritrade component brokerages had all operated in the
discount brokerage sector. Ameritrade relies on fees and commissions and at $8 per
trade are clearly targeting the extra-value segment. Ameritrade have announced plans
to re-brand themselves as a "financial portal" cross-selling various financial products
from a range of providers.

4.1

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

Retail customers have the ability to trade equity securities, options, mutual funds and
bonds through the Internet, PC-based software, personal digital assistant, touch-tone
telephone and facsimile as well as through a traditional registered representative.
Depending on the medium used by the customer, trades may be executed for as little
as $8 regardless of the number of shares bought or sold. This represents considerable
savings over the trading fees charged by traditional full-commission brokers. In
addition to lower transaction costs, the Company's retail discount brokerage
customers are able to access a broad range of services designed to meet their
individual needs, including real-time quotes, investment news, research and
information.

UMBS
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6.3 SEGMENTATION AND TARGETING
The on-line investing community may be broken down into five broad categories ,
with each having different characteristics and needs.

6.3.1 Serious Investor
This segment typically is not new to investing and is confident taking decisions
without a broker's advice. But high-quality information, investment tools, and
research are necessary and extremely valuable to this segment. The value proposition
likely to appeal is the aggregation of high quality and reliable data and products in
one integrated, easily accessible place. Typical individual has reasonably high risk
tolerance and high disposable income. Investment goal is typically focussed on high
returns over the medium to long term.

6.3.2 Convenience Investor
This segment falls between the serious investor and the life goal planner.
Convenience is as important as performance, and this segment values a
comprehensive package of financial products (stock trading, mutual funds, credit
cards, bill payment, and checking) from one supplier. Typical individual has
moderate risk tolerance and varying disposable income. Investment goal is typically
un-focussed and requiring a reasonable return.

6.3.3 Life-Goal Planner
This segment is more likely to invest in mutual funds than equities and is seeking
long-term growth and wants tools for financial planning and portfolio optimization. A
stable financial services provider is more important than the latest in technical
analysis. Typical individual has reasonably low risk tolerance and moderate to high
disposable income. Investment goal is typically focussed on above average returns for
specific events over the longer term.

6.3.4 Day Trader
This segment makes investing their business and will be executing frequent trades
each day. Low cost trading, a simple interface, and fast execution are crucial to this
segment. Their trading is so frequent, they do not even want to re-enter their
password on every order. Typical individual has very high risk tolerance and will be
seeking a great interface and low fees. Information geared to day trading may also be
valued. Investment goal is focussed on high returns over the 'nano' term.

3

Adapted from Gomez Advisors, http://www.gomezadvisors.com
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Author's estimate from Wall Street Journal reports citing Private Client Assets and client number
Piper Jaffray; Online Trading Update; Various dates
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By advertising that a minimum deposit of $2000 is required, they are also inviting a
"better class" of investor to apply.

6.5

TARGETING
Neither brokerage appears to have taken a particularly segmented approach initially hoping that all web investors would be attracted by the service. Their pricing has by
default targeted the value segment and the "day-trader" segment. Both segments
initially were likely to value the cheap trades, but now as more information becomes
freely available, real-time quotes and research will be valued. As the web has matured
more and more investors have turned to web trading - to which brokerage are they
likely to be attracted?

It is difficult to see who exactly E*Trade is targeting. Will a Merrill Lynch investor
(average account balance = $140,000), be that concerned with saving a little
brokerage commission? Especially when E*Trade is not offering the advice, trusted
research, and personal relationshin that Merrill is. Will the dav trader and Life Goal
investor, concerned with value, trade with E*Trade who charges twice the fees of
some other deep discount brokers? The segment that E*Trade does seem to have
targeted are the "reluctant" on-line investor, those who will be seduced by the signing
bonuses, the investing game and the low account opening balance of $1000.
On the other hand, Ameritrade's message is more consistent with the targets segments who value low price and simplicity. These are the Day traders who are
looking primarily for a cheap service and the Life-Goal investors who are looking for
value, stability and simplicity.
Some limited information regarding customer churn is available for Ameritrade and
E*Trade8, and is of the order of 5-10%. This indicates that customer loyalty has not
yet become an issue as the sector grows at its current pace. However, when growth
flattens, the brokerage firms are going to be forced to determine exactly what their
customers value, deliver the value and offer excellent service to retain their
customers. As the on-line brokerage industry is growing at a rate of some 20% per
quarter, the losers to date are the traditional full service brokerages. However,
confidence in on-line brokerages is still limited as evidenced by the smaller individual
account balances of the on-line brokerages.
6.6

DIFFERENTIATION

This is where players might become unstuck. The Internet makes differentiation
extremely difficult. There are low barriers to entry and as the experience is generally
impersonal and commoditized, differentiation is difficult. One point of differentiation
has been utilizing the Internet as a channel rather than as the sole medium. This gives
7
8

Credit Suisse First Boston; Analysts Reports; Various Dates
Credit Suisse First Boston; EGRP: E*Trade announced earnings of $0.12; 01/06/98
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MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS
Marketing consists of a number of activities and includes the more quantifiable
efforts of on-line and off-line advertising as well as direct marketing. It also includes
public relations and word-of-mouth which in turn is driven largely by the company's
ability to deliver on the value proposition. This relates directly to creating a "buzz'
about the company and being able to operate without technical outages. The
following section will discuss these and will attempt to determine who is spending
money more wisely, and correlate this with where the money is being spent.

8.1

APPROACHES TO MARKETING
Prior to 1997, both companies relied heavily on direct marketing to attract new
customers. This has changed radically with both companies spending ever increasing
amounts to build brand identities that will attract customers at a sustainable cost into
the future. To do this their fundamental strategies have been quite different.
Ameritrade has concentrated heavily on television advertising, and it is assumed the
remainder of unmeasured advertising dollars have gone to on-line advertising and
marketing. In contrast E*Trade has also been very successful at crating a "buzz"
budget into on-line approaches which has included both advertising but also
increasingly is focused on alliances and partnerships with major web properties
including AOL and Yahoo. E*Trade has also been very successful at crating a "buzz"
with CEO Christos Cotsakos playing the role of charismatic, silicon valley eentrepreneur very well. Ameritrade, based in Omaha Nebraska and with an older
management has not been very active in courting publicity. Equally important for
web companies, is how they perform technologically. E*Trade experienced a highly
publicized system outage when it was overwhelmed by the volume of trades during a
severe market correction in October 1997 (in fact is currently being sued over this).
This still hurts the company's marketing efforts as well as the industry at large.

8.2

THE COST OF NEW ACCOUNTS
There are a number a way of measuring marketing effectiveness. The primary method
is to calculate a cost per new account. This is the method favored by the analyst
community. However this is simplistic and open to manipulation by the companies,
and more importantly not all accounts are created equal! Any metric needs therefore
to incorporate either some measure of customer quality or some measure of
profitability.

To create a metric that includes both customer number and quality, the author has
used the following approach. Given that the majority of income derives from trading
commissions, it is implicit that the number of trades per customer is key, rather than
just the number of customers. To eliminate the differing customer trading
characteristics of the two companies I have calculated the number of "standard
customers" each has, by defining a standard customer as one who trades 20 times per
year. The 20-trade level is derived from statements by the companies as to how
12

Webfinance; http://www.webfinance.net/newsite/members/wallstreet/04kwearn.html, 10k & lOq
statements
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often typical customers trade. The number of standard customers is simply the annual
number of trades divided by 20.
As profitability derives principally from transaction revenues, a more useful metric is
to track the cost of acquiring incremental new trades. Unfortunately, some mental
gymnastics are then required to figure out the longer-term implication of these costs.
To solve this problem, the author has defined the "Marketing Payback Period" - a
measure of customer acquisition cost relative to customer profitability. The
Marketing Payback Period, is the client acquisition cost divided by the pre-tax profit
less marketing expenses, expressed in years. In the figure below it can be seen that
the quality of E*Trade's new clients appears to be declining, and that it will now take
2.65 years to break even on the marketing spend.
It must be stated that some client acquisition costs, such as E*Trade's purchase of
OptionsLink (a small asset management firm) or one-off marketing costs (e.g.
agreements with AOL and Yahoo, ($10.6M) in Sept '9813) are not included in the
marketing expense, and these reporting practices tend to paint a rosier picture than
exists for E*Trade.
Utilizing the Standard Customer acquisition cost or the Marketing Payback Period, it
is clear that Ameritrade's marketing effort is more cost effective than E*Trade's. It is
also clear that E*Trade seems to be misleading investors in regard to its spectacularly
growing customer base. It is enlightening to highlight that both Credit Suisse First
Boston and Deutsche Bank15 state that a client acquisition cost in the region of
$500-600 is the maximum that can economically be justified. How close to this
threshold is E*Trade, or indeed have they crossed it? And at these acquisition costs
what future cross-selling opportunities do they have that are not included in these
estimates?
E*TRADE

AMERITRADE

YE
FYE
FYE
YE
FYE
FYE
Sept 97 Sept 98 Dec 98 Sept 97 Sept 98 Dec 98
Annual Account acquisition
cost/customer

$454

$263

$230

$214

$341

$334

"Standard Customer" Acquisition
Cost

$329

$299

$139

$184

$602

$750

Marketing Payback Period = Account
acquisition cost/customer - annual
EBTM/customer (yrs)

1.28

1.76

0.47

0.92

2.36

2.92

Fig 10: Marketing Effectiveness (see also appendices 2 and 3)
13

Piper Jaffray Inc; EGRP: Volatility leads to Rev, EPS shortfall; 10/15/98
CSFB; EGRP: Initiating Coverage with a buy; 07/27/98
15
Deutsche Bank; EGRP: Rearranging 1999 Quarterly Estimates; 11/12/98
14
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to scale back on banner advertising and non-exclusive sponsorships17, citing the high
cost of these activities.
Other reasons that Ameritrade's advertising may have been more cost effective:
1. They concentrated on television rather than print, possibly trying to create top-ofmind awareness. They would have been targeting non-sophisticated consumers,
rather than sophisticated consumers who read investing/financial publications and
would tend to base their brokerage decision on their own research.
2. The carry over period has been ignored. Both brokerages show high acquisition
costs in the year that spending is increased, and then declining costs as the effects
extend into the future. As E*Trade is still in the high spending phase, this
introduces bias against them.
3. Similarly to the point above, new customers appear to trade less in their first year,
thus inflating the acquisition cost of "standard customers".
4. There may be a point of diminishing return when spending is increased past a
certain point, causing acquisition costs to increase dramatically.
The above discussion indicates only that Ameritrade has spent proportionately more
on off-line media than E*Trade, and has seen more cost effective results. There is
only inconclusive evidence to support the hypothesis that off-line spending is in fact
more effective than on-line spending.

17

"Bye Bye Banner: Schwab strategy disses clicks"; Brandweek; 10/26/98
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CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the marketing strategies of Ameritrade and E*Trade, and
concludes:
• Both are competing in the deep discount brokerage space, but Ameritrade offers
the better value at $8 per trade, compared to E*Trade's $14.95. There are now
over 100 brokerages competing in this space, up from close to zero just three
years ago.
• Neither company has offered a sustainable and compelling value proposition yet.
As information has become more freely available on the Internet, both have been
competing on offering more and more information (which is not to be confused
with advice) - not a unique and sustainable competitive advantage. Both are
currently at different stages in developing themselves into financial web portals again a strategy that is easily imitated.
• Ameritrade has been more focused in targeting value and life-goal customers, and
have kept their advertising message consistent.
• E*Trade has been more "creative" in their marketing, spending less on traditional
media and more on on-line sponsorships, advertising and alliances. Their lower
marketing effectiveness might indicate that on-line marketing is less effective
than off-line.
• It is difficult to obtain an objective reliable metric to gauge marketing
effectiveness. Therefore the author defined the Acquisition Cost per Standard
Account and the Marketing Payback Period. Over the two years examined,
Ameritrade performed better on both metrics. E*Trade, as well as underperforming is trending upwards on both metrics.
• E*Trade's current strategy is to spend aggressively to acquire customers quickly,
and then leverage this large customer base to grow individual trading revenue and
cross selling opportunities. .
• E*Trade's current cost of acquiring customers is high, and may be difficult to
justify economically. There is even the possibility they may be destroying rather
than creating value.
From these conclusions it can be seen that Ameritrade has proven itself better at
marketing than E*Trade, both from a financial standpoint and a marketing
standpoint.. The fact that E*Trade is apparently overspending and is not very focused
does not mean that it will not ultimately succeed and create enormous value.
However, these are companies that compete in the Internet space and thus certain
rules seem to be currently suspended by the market. In the end, Omaha based
Ameritrade has remained at heart a discount brokerage, and has strategically and
successfully exploited the Internet as a distribution, channel. Palo Alto based
E*Trade, on the other hand, define themselves as an Internet financial services
company with brokerage being just one of their portfolio of services. This leaves
them wide open to the risk of not being sufficiently focused to deliver value to their
various markets, and consequently the high price paid to acquire their customers
might well will prove to be unsustainable.
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10 POSTSCRIPT

This report covers the period from December 1996 to December 1998. Since December
1998, the stock price performance of the two companies has been spectacular. Ameritrade
has outperformed, possibly confirming the conclusion of this report - Ameritrade
currently has an economically more sustainable business model.
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11.4 APPENDIX 4 - E*TRADE - SELECTED CONTENT PARTNERS20

Content such as news, quotes, charts and fundamental data help provide investors with
the information necessary to make investment decisions. The Company believes that
these information services facilitate new ideas and increase transaction volume. The
Company's partnerships with leading content providers fulfill customers'information
needs and help drive transaction volume.
Reuters Reality Online - provides news, quotes, and company news providing
customers with up to the minute world class news and information services.
BancBoston/Robertson Stephens - provides research and analysis.
BASELINE Financial Services - available to customers free of charge providing
customers with access to a wide array of investment fundamentals, First Call earnings
estimates and historical prices on over 6,500 stocks
Briefing.com - a service of Charter Media, Inc., provides continuously updated market
commentary and analysis to E* Trade customers free of charge.
INVESTools - The Company has entered into a revenue sharing agreement with
INVESTools which provides E* Trade customers with direct access to 25 brand-name
research reports and newsletters plus stock screening tools on a pay-per-use basis.
QUOTE.com - provides current news and charts that are directly linked to E* Trade
customers' stock watch portfolio and quote lookup features. News provided includes
Reuters News, PR Newswire and BusinessWire.
IDD Enterprises - provides mutual fund profiles and two types of screening tools (Quick
Fund Search and Advanced Fund Search) within the E*TRADE Mutual Fund Center.
Morningstar, Inc - provides performance information and proprietary "star" ratings on
mutual funds within the E* Trade Mutual Fund Center.

20

E*Trade 10k report, September 1998
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CBS SportsLine - In May 1998, the Company entered into a comprehensive comarketing agreement which makes the Company the exclusive category sponsor of the
CBS SportsLine/MarketWatch Business & Financial Arena. This co-marketing
agreement also includes the Company's branded banners running throughout special
promotions on CBS SportsLine and GolfWeb and the exchange of branded content, tools
and technology, ensuring that the best offerings of each site are available to the
Company's customers.
SinaNet - The Company has an exclusive agreement to promote its Internet- based
investing services to Chinese-speaking investors in the United States through SinaNet,
Inc., a media company which has created a popular Chinese-language Web site in North
America.
WebTV Networks - The Company has an agreement whereby E* Trade has an entrance
page available to WebTV Network subscribers from the Investing and Brokerage section
of the WebTV Network where it is prominently featured.
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